
L4 Professional Practice

BLOG SITE CONTENT
The blog will involve multiple authors with each author (you the student) contributing to the content 
individually and also collaborating on the content. You will need to agree both a user name and 
password which will then be distributed to all in your Tutor Group, and set out a sense of design 
that you are all content with. Your blog addresses will need to be recorded and full details given to 
the Module leader so they can be shared with your Tutor.

You have an hour to get this process underway, choose astutely and work collaboratively.

Discuss your ideas with the full group, don’t rule out content, and encourage participation from 
your entire tutor group. The blog will make the process of curating the show transparent to a 
viewer, it is integral to consider this perspective when programming content, as your blog will 
record the development of your show.

Links and references are available on Moodle to support the development of your blog.

To Set Up A BLOG
Go to

www.blogspot.com

https://www.tumblr.com/

http://www.blogger.com/

CONTENT 
Could include the following:
Documentary photos of group meetings

Photos/ video / texts of meetings with the participating artist/s

Interview questions and answers with potential artists

Invited artist/s - Studio Shots

Images of shortlisted studio work

http://www.blogspot.com
http://www.blogspot.com
https://www.tumblr.com/
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http://www.blogger.com/
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Dialogue around the choice of student work, content and meaning of work and how this relates to 
the overall concept of the show

Conversation around how works relate to one another

Examples of studio work - images

Quotes from texts you have read that are relevant to the curatorial concept

Thoughts and reflections on those quotes

Record discussion and chat around the ongoing progress of the show

Demonstrate development of ideas around the curatorial agenda and concept

Relate what you’re doing to other gallery shows, give examples of curation, installation and display 
that is relevant 

Personal reflections on the development of the concept for the show

Include drafts of the press release

Ideas for the title of the show and how you eliminated all others to get to the final choice

Thoughts on the installation

Documentation of the installation process

Record your conversations re discussions around the show

 Ask someone else to write about/ review your show

Installation shots of the show

Written reflections on the success and failures of the show

Images of the student  body engagement with the exhibition

Poster images/ PR materials used to promote show

Any other relevant critical reflections and thoughts around the concept, artists work, arrangement, 
installation etc


